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This is the second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the
information ecosystem around coronavirus (COVID-19). These briefings expose how
technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and
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authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. It is based on ISD’s mixture of natural
language processing, network analysis and ethnographic online research. This briefing
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Shifts in a platform’s terms of service 9th
are effective
at limiting the spread of Holocaust
denial content:

COVID-19 disinformation
briefing no. 2

• By analysing the use of the term ‘holohoax’ we found that the spread of Holocaust denial content

dropped significantly on YouTube following changes to their terms of service in 2019. If other platforms
adopt similar policies then this would likely limit the spread of such material.

• While the number of posts on Reddit mentioning the term ‘holohoax’ has not decreased over the past
two years, there are a number of factors that limit the visibility of Holocaust denial on Reddit, such as
banning of subreddits dedicated to Holocaust denial, moderators deleting comments and pushback
from other users.

Far-right mobilisation
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In contrast to Facebook and Twitter, YouTube9th
made
a change
to its hate speech policy in June 2019,11
which specifically banned content denying that ‘well-documented violent events’ such as the Holocaust
or Sandy Hook massacre took place. Similarly, Reddit has introduced policies that allow the quarantining
of subreddits (preventing their content from being accidentally viewed by those who do not knowingly
wish to do so) that are engaged in the promotion of ‘hoaxes’ or ‘things that are either verifiable or falsifiable
and not seriously up for debate’. The platform specifically mentions the Holocaust as one example of an
incontestable reality.12

COVID-19 disinformation
briefing no. 2
Far-right mobilisation

To better understand how Holocaust denial communities use social media platforms we examined the use
of the term ‘holohoax’ on Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and YouTube. This analysis was not intended to provide
a comprehensive overview of the extent of Holocaust denial content on these platforms, but instead to give
a small snapshot illustrating the ease with which such content can be discovered across different platforms,
This is the second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the
and the nature of Holocaust denial communities using different social media platforms. It is likely that this
information
ecosystem
around
(COVID-19).
These briefings expose how
research
merely scratches
the surface
of acoronavirus
larger and more
pervasive phenomenon.

technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and
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analysis of
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content on the online
platform.research. This briefing

focuses on the way far-right groups and individuals are mobilising around COVID-19 in

Methodology:
the Overview
US. The first briefing in the series can be found on ISD’s website.
Using the social media analysis tools CrowdTangle and Brandwatch, researchers from the Institute for
Lines‘holohoax’ from between 1 June 2018 and 22 July
Strategic Dialogue (ISD) gathered posts using theTop
keyword
2020. We used CrowdTangle to gather relevant posts from public pages and public groups on Facebook, and
Brandwatch
to gather
relevant
posts from
and YouTube.speech and ideas are being
Far-right groups
and
individuals
areTwitter, RedditAntisemitic

opportunistically using the ongoing

adapted to incorporate COVID-19:

The
term ‘holohoax’
is popular
among
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deniers, and was selected as it is a particularly explicit
pandemic
to advance
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means of denying the Holocaust. A significant amount of
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is couched
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false
claims
of
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sacrifice
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language, codes and tropes, and thus it is highly likely that this analysis only shows the tip of the iceberg of
a wide
range of conspiracy theories which are
the
true extent
toincreasingly
which such important
content is topic
able to
spread onwith
social
media.
• COVID-19
is an
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emerging around COVID-19.
far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
•
This discussion has grown significantly
a slang term for COVID-19 popular with far-right
throughout the pandemic.
groups and individuals
have increased
significantly
Platform
Overviews:
Facebook
across mainstream and fringe social media
platforms.
QAnon conspiracy theorists are
Methodology:
Facebook
• COVID-19 is being used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
capitalising on the pandemic:
Topromote
provide an
assessment
of thetarget
scale of
Holocaust denial, ISD researchers gathered posts from public
conspiracy
theories,
minority
Facebook
pagesand
andcall
groups
containing
the phrase ‘holohoax’.
ISDinfluencers
then created
sub-sample
of pagesto
• QAnon
areausing
the pandemic
communities,
for extreme
violence.
and groups that had used the term ‘holohoax’ in a non-critical
context
least online.
five times. ISD researchers
increase
theiratreach
then expanded this list by adding Holocaust denial pages• and
groups identified
in previous
research
by the
Proponents
of the far-right
QAnon
conspiracy
COVID-19 is being used to advance calls
Anti-Defamation League (ADL)13 and ongoing monitoring.theory
This produced
a
cumulative
total
of
36
groups
are advancing a wide range of different
for the
‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
and
pages.
narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
meme referring to an impending civil war:
including the idea that the pandemic is being
For each of these pages and groups, ISD analysed the number
of followers
and their ideological
focus
orchestrated
to manipulate
US politics;
is a and
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,
searched for broader keywords to assess the wider scale ofbioweapon;
conversation
around
the
Holocaust
in
spaces
that there is a hidden cure for
the
others should be recognised as legitimate security
in which its denial is common. Lastly, we qualitatively analysed
the
recommendations
made
by
Facebook
virus;
and
that
it
is
being
utilised
to
implement
threats.
within Holocaust denial pages to gain additional insights into
the law.
nature and mechanisms by which
martial
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
Holocaust denial content can be discovered.
pivoting towards the ways the COVID-19
pandemic provides an opportunity for violence.
Using the social media analysis tool CrowdTangle, Facebook-owned software which provides researchers
• This conversation is taking place across
and journalists with access to posts from public Facebook pages and groups, ISD researchers initially
mainstream and fringe social media.
gathered all posts containing the keyword ‘holohoax’ between 1 June 2018 and 22 July 2020 (Figure 1).
• This trend has already manifested into real-world
violence, with one alleged white supremacist
Findings:
Facebook
terrorist dying
after shootouts with the FBI.
ISD identified 415 posts across 283 pages and groups, with a combined engagement of 32,650 (including
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10,291 shares). In a sample of 50 posts, we found
412020
posts (82%) contained overt and explicit
Holocaust denial, while 9 posts used the phrase to describe an antisemitic incident which had taken place.
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Figure 1 Mentions of ‘Holohoax’ in public on Facebook between 1 June 2018 and 22 July 2020
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• This discussion has grown significantly
throughout the pandemic.

QAnon conspiracy theorists are
capitalising on the pandemic:
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to
increase their reach online.

• Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy
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to manipulate
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The total combined number of followers of these pages and groups was 366,038, with the biggest group
having 88,000 followers.
The average number of followers was much lower among single-issue Holocaust denial pages and groups
(1,801) than for the pages and groups where Holocaust denial was one theme among many (12,494).
-This shows that beyond a relatively small community of dedicated revisionists there is a much wider
potential audience of users who could come across Holocaust denial in spaces that are not explicitly
dedicated to it.

Far-right mobilisation

Ideological breakdown

This is the second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the

The entities investigated were ideologically diverse. ISD researchers classified 9 of them as far-right, 7 as
information ecosystem around coronavirus (COVID-19). These briefings expose how
anti-Zionist, 13 as conspiracy theorists, 5 as pro-Palestine, 1 as Christian right and 1 as Islamist (Figure 2).15

technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and

Thisauthoritarianism
analysis of the ideological
pages and groups
shows on
thatISD’s
the spectrum
sources
in thebackgrounds
context ofofCOVID-19.
It is based
mixtureofof
natural
for Holocaust denial is much wider than the far-right and a core group of historical revisionists, however
language processing, network analysis and ethnographic online research. This briefing
it should be noticed that this research primarily reflects English language Holocaust denial, and more
focusesis on
the way
far-rightthis
groups
and individuals
are mobilising
research
required
to understand
phenomenon
across different
languages. around COVID-19 in

the US. The first briefing in the series can be found on ISD’s website.

Recommended content

Top Lines by which Holocaust denial content can be
To gain additional insights into the nature and mechanisms
discovered, ISD qualitatively analysed the recommendations made by Facebook to the researcher analysing
Far-right
and
individuals
are
Antisemitic speech and ideas are being
the
groups groups
and pages
under
study.

opportunistically using the ongoing

adapted to incorporate COVID-19:

ISD
researchers
liked and followed
the pages andand
groups under study, keeping track of the page
pandemic
to advance
their movements
• Old antisemitic tropes of ‘blood libel’ relating to
recommendations
provided
by
Facebook
over
the
course of the research. Simple searches in the Facebook
ideologies:
false claims of ritualistic sacrifice are being fused
search function for the term ‘holocaust’ surfaced suggestions for Holocaust denial pages and groups.
with a wide range of conspiracy theories which are
• COVID-19 is an increasingly important topic within
emerging around COVID-19.
far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
•
This discussion has grown significantly
a slang term for COVID-19 popular with far-right
throughout the pandemic.
groups and individuals have increased significantly
across mainstream and fringe social media
platforms.
QAnon conspiracy theorists are
• COVID-19 is being used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
capitalising on the pandemic:
promote conspiracy theories, target minority
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to
communities, and call for extreme violence.
increase their reach online.
•
Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy
COVID-19 is being used to advance calls
theory are advancing a wide range of different
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
meme referring to an impending civil war:
including the idea that the pandemic is being
orchestrated to manipulate US politics; is a
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,
bioweapon; that there is a hidden cure for the
others should be recognised as legitimate security
Figure
3
Examples
of
content
on
pages
recommended
by
Facebook
virus; and that it is being utilised to implement
threats.
martial law.
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
One
of thetowards
bigger Holocaust
denial
pages presents itself as dedicated to ‘intellectual freedom’ in relation to
pivoting
the ways the
COVID-19
the
Holocaust,
which an
it writes
in quotes.
Its profile picture shows two hand-cuffs, likely suggesting that its
pandemic
provides
opportunity
for violence.
authors
feel the desired
debate
about
the veracity of Holocaust is being suppressed (Figure 4).
• This conversation
is taking
place
across
mainstream and fringe social media.
When
Holocaust
denialinto
page,
Facebook recommends you a series of pages that users might
• This entering
trend hasthis
already
manifested
real-world
find
interesting.
These
include
pages
not about the Holocaust (e.g. on the bombing of Dresden, another
violence,
with one
alleged
white
supremacist
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI.
This is an ironic reference to the 1984 film Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo, and the subsequent integration into the popular culture of the term ‘Electric
Boogaloo’ to refer to a sequel (i.e. ‘Civil War 2: Electric Boogaloo’).
1
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Figure 4 Holocaust denial page

Figure 5 Holocaust denial page on Facebook

This is the second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the
information ecosystem around coronavirus (COVID-19). These briefings expose how
technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and
authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. It is based on ISD’s mixture of natural
language processing, network analysis and ethnographic online research. This briefing
focuses on the way far-right groups and individuals are mobilising around COVID-19 in
the US. The first briefing in the series can be found on ISD’s website.
Top Lines Figure 7 Other Holocaust denial pages on Facebook

Figure 6 German-language Holocaust denial content

Far-right groups and individuals are
opportunistically using the ongoing
pandemic to advance their movements and
ideologies:
• COVID-19 is an increasingly important topic within

far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
a slang term for COVID-19 popular with far-right
groups and individuals have increased significantly
across mainstream and fringe social media
platforms.
• COVID-19 is being used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
promote conspiracy theories, target minority
communities, and call for extreme violence.

COVID-19 is being used to advance calls

Antisemitic speech and ideas are being
adapted to incorporate COVID-19:
• Old antisemitic tropes of ‘blood libel’ relating to

false claims of ritualistic sacrifice are being fused
with a wide range of conspiracy theories which are
emerging around COVID-19.
• This discussion has grown significantly
throughout the pandemic.

QAnon conspiracy theorists are
capitalising on the pandemic:
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to
increase their reach online.

• Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy

theory are advancing a wide range of different
narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
meme referring to an impending civil war:
including the idea that the pandemic is being
Figure 8 Far-right pages recommended by Facebook
orchestrated to manipulate US politics; is a
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,
bioweapon; that there is a hidden cure for the
others should be recognised as legitimate
security
16
virus;
and thattoit the
is being
utilised
to implement
popular
topic
among
historical
revisionists
),
but
also
pages
dedicated
notorious
British
Holocaust
threats.
denier
David
Irving,
and
to
publishers
which
sell
revisionist
and
Holocaust
denial
literature.
These
pages
martial law.
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
present
themselves
as
interested
in
the
‘scientific
investigat[ion
of]
historical
events’,
rather
than
as
being
pivoting towards the ways the COVID-19
antisemitic
sympathetic
to Nazi ideology
(Figure 5).
pandemicor
provides
an opportunity
for violence.
• This conversation is taking place across
Notably,
one ofand
these
pages
alsomedia.
publishes and promotes German-language Holocaust denial literature,
mainstream
fringe
social
although
German-speaking
countries
arereal-world
among the strictest in enforcing their laws against Holocaust
• This trend has already
manifested into
17
denial
(Figure
6).one alleged white supremacist
violence,
with
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI.
Figure 7 Holocaust denial pages
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
recommended by Facebook
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Apart from these, Facebook also appears to promote content on the extreme right to those demonstrating
an interest in Holocaust denial content. The platform recommended to researchers to visit Australian pages
supportive of Oswald Mosley, the leader of the British Union of Fascists, and the works of the fascist Italian
philosopher Julius Evola, published by a New Right publishing company.

Far-right mobilisation

Platform Overviews: Twitter

Methodology:
This is theTwitter
second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the

information
ecosystem
around
coronavirus
(COVID-19).
These
briefings
expose
how
Using
the social media
analysis tool
Brandwatch,
ISD researchers
gathered
all tweets
using the
keyword
‘holohoax’
from
Twitter
between
1
June
2018
and
22
July
2020
(Figure
9),
andthen
analysed
the
20
tweets
technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and
that had the furthest reach and most retweets in order to assess if these tweets did actually deny the
authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. It is based on ISD’s mixture of natural
Holocaust or not.

language processing, network analysis and ethnographic online research. This briefing
Findings:
Twitter
focuses on
the way far-right groups and individuals are mobilising around COVID-19 in
the2018
US. The
first
in were
the series
beposts
found
on ISD’sthe
website.
Between 1 June
and 22
Julybriefing
2020 there
roughlycan
19,000
mentioning
term ‘holohoax’
on Twitter. The number of tweets containing the phrase ‘holohoax’ was constant, with periodical peaks and
Top Lines
down periods, matching trends on Facebook.

Far-right groups and individuals are
Antisemitic speech and ideas are being
Figure
9
Mentions
of
‘holohoax’
on
Twitter
between
1
June 2018 and
22 July 2020
opportunistically using the ongoing
adapted
to incorporate
COVID-19:
pandemic to advance their movements and • Old antisemitic tropes of ‘blood libel’ relating to
500
ideologies:
false claims of ritualistic sacrifice are being fused
• COVID-19400
is an increasingly important topic within

far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
a slang term
300 for COVID-19 popular with far-right
groups and individuals have increased significantly
across mainstream
and fringe social media
200
platforms.
• COVID-19100
is being used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
promote conspiracy theories, target minority
communities,
0 and call for extreme violence.
Jun '18

Dec '19

COVID-19 is being used to advance calls
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
meme referring to an impending civil war:
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,

QAnon conspiracy theorists are
capitalising on the pandemic:
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to

Jun '19

others should be recognised as legitimate security
threats.
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
pivoting towards the ways the COVID-19
pandemic provides an opportunity for violence.
• This conversation is taking place across
mainstream and fringe social media.
• This trend has already manifested into real-world
Figure 10 Holocaust denial content on Twitter
violence, with one alleged white supremacist
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI.

www.isdglobal.org

with a wide range of conspiracy theories which are
emerging around COVID-19.
• This discussion has grown significantly
throughout the pandemic.

increase their reach online.
Dec ‘19

Jul '20

• Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy

theory are advancing a wide range of different
narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Out of the
tweets
with the widest
including
thetop-20
idea that
the pandemic
is being
reach19 containing
the phrase
‘holohoax’,
orchestrated
to manipulate
US politics;
is a
11
denied
the
Holocaust
happened,
while
bioweapon; that there is a hidden cure for the9
others
the term
and to
those
who use
virus;
andcriticised
that it is being
utilised
implement
it.
Of
the
top-20
tweets
with
the
most
retweets
martial law.
containing the phrase ‘holohoax’, 14 contained
explicit Holocaust denial.
This indicates that while there is pushback on
Twitter against ‘holohoax’ posts, these voices
are in a minority of those using the term.
Examples of widely shared Holocaust denial
content included a survey questioning the
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fact and/or scope of the Holocaust, posted by
an account
with other 14,000
followers. Similarly, an account supporting the QAnon movement with 48,000
followers alleged that Anne Frank’s diary was a fraud, and that this weakened
the evidence for the Holocaust. Another account claimed that the number of
Jews killed in the Holocaust had been published before the end of World War II,
suggesting that therefore the number was made up (Figure 10).
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Platform Overviews: Reddit

Figure 10 Holocaust denial
content on Twitter

Methodology:
This is theReddit
second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the

information
ecosystem
around
coronavirus
(COVID-19).
These
briefings
exposeusing
how
Using
the social media
analysis tool
Brandwatch,
ISD researchers
gathered
all posts
and comments
the
keyword
‘holohoax’
from
Reddit
between
1
June
2018
and
22
July
2020
(Figure
11).
They
then
analysed
technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and
a randomised sample of 50 ‘holohoax’ posts and comments to find out whether these were denying the
authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. It is based on ISD’s mixture of natural
Holocaust, had been deleted, had received more upvotes than downvotes, and whether they received
language
processing,
pushback
from
other users. network analysis and ethnographic online research. This briefing
focuses on the way far-right groups and individuals are mobilising around COVID-19 in

Findings: Reddit
the US. The first briefing in the series can be found on ISD’s website.

We found 2,300 posts mentioning the term ‘holohoax’ on Reddit, with a relatively stable use over time,
Topcould
Linessuggest that Reddit’s policy that subreddits
comparable to the use of ‘holohoax’ on Twitter. This
promoting misinformation on issues ‘not seriously up for debate’, including the Holocaust, may not limit
Holocaust
content
effectively.20 are
Far-right denial
groups
and individuals
Antisemitic speech and ideas are being

opportunistically using the ongoing
adapted to incorporate COVID-19:
pandemic toFigure
advance
their
movements
and
11 Mentions of ‘holohoax’ on Reddit between
1 June
2018 and 22
July 2020
• Old
antisemitic
tropes
of ‘blood libel’ relating to
ideologies:
false claims of ritualistic sacrifice are being fused
• COVID-19 is an50increasingly important topic within

far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
40
a slang term for
COVID-19 popular with far-right
groups and individuals have increased significantly
30
across mainstream
and fringe social media
platforms.
20 used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
• COVID-19 is being
promote conspiracy theories, target minority
communities,10
and call for extreme violence.
0
COVID-19 is being
used to advance calls
Jun '18
Dec '19
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme
right-wing
meme referring to an impending civil war:

with a wide range of conspiracy theories which are
emerging around COVID-19.
• This discussion has grown significantly
throughout the pandemic.

QAnon conspiracy theorists are
capitalising on the pandemic:
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to
increase their reach online.

• Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy

theory are advancing
of different
Jun '19
Dec ‘19 a wide range
Jul '20

narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
including the idea that the pandemic is being
ISD
researchers
found
various
comments
on
Reddit
including
claims that
Holocaust
beenis a
orchestrated
to the
manipulate
UShad
politics;
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,
‘debunked’
and
that
the
emigration
of
a
few
Jewish
intellectuals
who
were
part
of
Frankfurt
School
the
bioweapon; that there is a hidden cure fortothe
others should be recognised as legitimate security
USthreats.
was proof that there could not have been a genocide ofvirus;
the Jews.
Thisitwas
connected
broader
and that
is being
utilisedtotothe
implement
far-right
conspiracy
theory
of
‘cultural
Marxism’,
which
alleges
that
the
supposed
influence
of
these
martial law.
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
intellectuals
encouraged
harmful
social behaviour (‘degeneracy’) to undermine the US (Figure 12).
pivoting towards
the ways
the COVID-19
pandemic provides an opportunity for violence.
However,
several factors
limitplace
the visibility
• This conversation
is taking
across of Holocaust denial on Reddit. Within a randomised sample of 50
‘holohoax’
posts
and
comments
on
Reddit, ISD researchers found that 4 were posted in private or banned
mainstream and fringe social media.
subreddits.
While
of
the
remaining
46
posts
only 3 did not clearly deny the Holocaust, 17 had been deleted,
• This trend has already manifested into
real-world
9 received
either
no
upvotes
or
more
downvotes
violence, with one alleged white supremacist than upvotes, and 14 received pushback from other
users.
Onlydying
12 serious
Holocaustwith
denial
terrorist
after shootouts
theposts
FBI. within our sample received more upvotes than downvotes
and no pushback.
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This is the second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the
information ecosystem around coronavirus (COVID-19). These briefings expose how
technology platforms are being used to promote disinformation, hate, extremism and
authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. It is based on ISD’s mixture of natural
language processing,
network
analysis and ethnographic online research. This briefing
Platform
Overviews:
YouTube
focuses on the way far-right groups and individuals are mobilising around COVID-19 in
Methodology:
the YouTube
US. The first briefing in the series can be found on ISD’s website.
Figure 12 Holocaust denial content on Reddit

Using the social media analysis tool Brandwatch, ISD researchers gathered all comments, video description
texts and video titles using the keyword ‘holohoax’
from
YouTube between 1 June 2018 and 22 July 2020
Top
Lines
(Figure 13). To help stress-test whether YouTube actually follows its own policy banning Holocaust denial,
ISD
searched
the platform
manually forare
terms associatedAntisemitic
with Holocaust
denial. and ideas are being
Far-right
groups
and individuals
speech

opportunistically using the ongoing
adapted to incorporate COVID-19:
Findings:
pandemicYouTube
to advance their movements and • Old antisemitic tropes of ‘blood libel’ relating to
Our
analysis revealed over 9,500 comments, video description
texts and
video titles
on YouTube
containing
ideologies:
false claims
of ritualistic
sacrifice
are being
fused

the phrase ‘holohoax’. Crucially, an analysis of the volume with
of these
mentions
time reveals
a dramatic
a wide
range ofover
conspiracy
theories
which are
•drop
COVID-19
is
an
increasingly
important
topic
within
in content around spring 2019, demonstrating the effectiveness
of
YouTube’s
ban
on
Holocaust
emerging around COVID-19.
far-right
communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
denial
content.
•
This discussion has grown significantly
a slang term for COVID-19 popular with far-right
throughout the pandemic.
groups
and individuals
have
increased
This
demonstrates
platform
policies
and significantly
action can have an impact on the prevalence of Holocaust denial
across
mainstream
and
fringe
social
media
and antisemitism on the platform, when enforced. To help stress-test this finding, ISD researchers searched
platforms.
QAnon
conspiracy theorists are
the
platform manually for terms associated with Holocaust
denial.
• COVID-19 is being used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
capitalising on the pandemic:
promote conspiracy theories, target minority
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to
communities, and call for extreme violence.
Figure 13 Mentions of ‘holohoax’ on YouTube between
1 June 2018
22 July
2020
increase
theirand
reach
online.
•
Proponents
of
the
far-right
QAnon conspiracy
COVID-19 is500
being used to advance calls
theory are advancing a wide range of different
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
meme referring
400 to an impending civil war:
including the idea that the pandemic is being
orchestrated to manipulate US politics; is a
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,
300
bioweapon; that there is a hidden cure for the
others should be recognised as legitimate security
virus; and that it is being utilised to implement
threats.
200
martial law.
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
pivoting towards the ways the COVID-19
100
pandemic provides
an opportunity for violence.
• This conversation is taking place across
0 fringe social media.
mainstream and
Jun '18manifestedDec
Dec ‘19
Jul '20
• This trend has already
into'19real-world Jun '19
violence, with one alleged white supremacist
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI.
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is thedenial
second
inon
a series
from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the
FigureThis
14 Holocaust
playlists
YouTube, of
withbriefings
videos removed
information ecosystem around coronavirus (COVID-19). These briefings expose how
This analysis revealed that while playlists
technology platforms are being used to promotesuch
disinformation,
hate, extremism and
as ‘holohoax’ or ‘The Jewish Holocaust
authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. ItHoax
is based
on ISD’sMindcrime
mixtureofofthe
natural
– The Greatest
20th
Century’ could
still be
found, videos
language processing, network analysis and ethnographic
online
research.
Thisexplicitly
briefing
denying the Holocaust had been deleted (it is
focuses on the way far-right groups and individuals
are mobilising around COVID-19 in
unclear whether these have been removed or
the US. The first briefing in the series can
be found
onfrom
ISD’s
deleted
by users
thewebsite.
information available)
Top Lines

(Figure 14).

The remaining videos on these playlists
included content
that
Holocaust
deniers
could
Antisemitic
speech
and
ideas are
being
find interesting,
but did not
deny the Holocaust.
opportunistically using the ongoing
adapted
to incorporate
COVID-19:
These included news interviews with the
pandemic to advance their movements and • Old antisemitic tropes of ‘blood libel’ relating to
former Iranian president Mahmud Ahmadinejad, or videos
of Jewish left-wing activists claiming that Israel is
ideologies:false allegations of antisemitism to stifle criticism
false claims
of ritualistic
sacrifice
are being fused
weaponising
of its policies
towards
Palestinians
with
a
wide
range
of
conspiracy
theories
which are
(Figure
15). is an increasingly important topic within
• COVID-19
emerging around COVID-19.
far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
•
This discussion has grown significantly
a slang term for COVID-19 popular with far-right
throughout the pandemic.
Conclusion
groups and individuals have increased significantly
across mainstream and fringe social media
Although
only presenting a small case study around Holocaust
this paper
provides aare
snapshot of how
platforms.
QAnondenial,
conspiracy
theorists
such
contentiscan
beused
foundason
four social
media
Specifically on
thethe
report
highlights how Facebook,
• COVID-19
being
a ‘wedge
issue’
to platforms.
capitalising
pandemic:
which
has been
unwilling
to recognise
Holocaust denial as a form of hate speech against Jews, has a small
promote
conspiracy
theories,
target minority
• QAnon
influencers
areon
using
the pandemic
to
but
well-established
andfor
ideologically
diverse community
of Holocaust
deniers
its platform.
We also
communities,
and call
extreme violence.
their reach online.
found that Twitter similarly contains a small but persistentincrease
level of conversation
denying the Holocaust.
• Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy
COVID-19 is being used to advance calls
theory
areofadvancing
a wide range
of different
The research highlights how YouTube, which recognised the
denial
well-documented
violent
events as
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
off theon
back
the COVID-19
pandemic,
a form of hate speech, was effective in limiting the spreadnarratives
of such content
its of
platform
after it banned
meme
referring
an impending
civil war:
the idea
that the
is being
posts
that
deny theto
Holocaust.
The implications
of similar including
policy design
at Reddit
are pandemic
also notable:
while
orchestrated
to
manipulate
US
politics;
is
a
potentially
lessofeffective
at removing
pieces of Holocaust denial content on the platform, the
• While some
these calls
appear to specific
be ironic,
that there
is to
a hidden
cureeffective
for the
community-level
for quarantining
spaces
dedicatedbioweapon;
to such content
seems
have been
others should bepolicy
recognised
as legitimate
security
virus;
andthat
thatititisisnow
being
to implement
atthreats.
demoting Holocaust denial content for new users, to the
extent
notutilised
easily discoverable.
The
platform was
also‘boogaloo’
identifiedare
as aincreasingly
forum in which counterspeech
martial law.was accessible where Holocaust denial
• Discussions
of the
content
was
identified.
pivoting
towards
the ways the COVID-19
pandemic provides an opportunity for violence.
These
findings pointistowards
several
key recommendations, which could be effective in limiting the spread
• This conversation
taking place
across
ofmainstream
Holocaust denial
content.
Primarily,
and fringe social media. they suggest that companies should implement amendments to
their
in line
withmanifested
companiesinto
like real-world
YouTube and Reddit, and recognise how historical disinformation
• Thispolicies,
trend has
already
is violence,
used as a with
tool one
of hate
speech.
Comments
made by Joel Kaplan suggest that Facebook’s decision to keep
alleged white supremacist
Holocaust
denial
content
on
its
platform
is
in
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI. part driven by a conceptual blind-spot in its understanding of
such issues – such activity is primarily seen as an issue of historical accuracy rather than a direct weapon
Figure 15 Examples of content remaining on Holocaust denial
Far-right groups and individuals are
playlists on YouTube
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Recognising
have a significant impact on the prevalence of hateful content targeting minority communities online.
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There is a range of policy responses and sanctions possible for Holocaust denial content, as displayed by
the approaches taken in the YouTube and Reddit cases. Removal of content or channels is one option; a
less robust response is to down-rank Holocaust denial content or channels to ensure that they are not
recommended to or searchable by new users. This is more in line with Reddit’s current approach to the
problem, though still enables hateful antisemitic content to remain online. ISD’s research showed how
Facebook’s content recommendation algorithms can actively point users towards Holocaust denial content:
preventing its recommendation to users would be the minimal first step that Facebook could take in order
to reduce the visibility and accessibility of such content.

Far-right mobilisation

This is the second in a series of briefings from ISD’s Digital Research Unit on the

As well as changes of policies around hate speech, observations of platforms made in this study also
information
ecosystem
around coronavirus
(COVID-19).
These
briefingsdenial
expose
how
point
towards other
areas of programming
which could help
limit the spread
of Holocaust
content.
On
Reddit, our researchers
howused
community
counterspeech
had been effective
in hiding and and
technology
platformsobserved
are being
to promote
disinformation,
hate, extremism
discrediting
the
Holocaust
denial
content
that
we
identified.
Investing
in
community-focused
campaign
authoritarianism in the context of COVID-19. It is based on ISD’s mixture of
natural
work, such as the recent #NoDenyingIt campaign launched in July 2020,21 could help to raise awareness
language
processing,
network
analysis
and ethnographic
online
briefing
among
the users
of the platform
and inspire
community
pushback against
thoseresearch.
engaged in This
Holocaust
denial.
In the
Holocaust
education organisations
can play
an important
role inin
focuses
onlong
theterm,
waywell-established
far-right groups
and individuals
are mobilising
around
COVID-19
promoting digital
civility
as
a
component
of
their
educational
materials,
to
empower
new
generations
to
the US. The first briefing in the series can be found on ISD’s website.
push back against those perpetrating hate against Jewish communities online.
Top Lines

Far-right groups and individuals are
opportunistically using the ongoing
pandemic to advance their movements and
ideologies:
• COVID-19 is an increasingly important topic within

far-right communities. Mentions of ‘corona-chan’,
a slang term for COVID-19 popular with far-right
groups and individuals have increased significantly
across mainstream and fringe social media
platforms.
• COVID-19 is being used as a ‘wedge issue’ to
promote conspiracy theories, target minority
communities, and call for extreme violence.

COVID-19 is being used to advance calls
for the ‘boogaloo’ – an extreme right-wing
meme referring to an impending civil war:
• While some of these calls appear to be ironic,

others should be recognised as legitimate security
threats.
• Discussions of the ‘boogaloo’ are increasingly
pivoting towards the ways the COVID-19
pandemic provides an opportunity for violence.
• This conversation is taking place across
mainstream and fringe social media.
• This trend has already manifested into real-world
violence, with one alleged white supremacist
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI.

www.isdglobal.org

Antisemitic speech and ideas are being
adapted to incorporate COVID-19:
• Old antisemitic tropes of ‘blood libel’ relating to

false claims of ritualistic sacrifice are being fused
with a wide range of conspiracy theories which are
emerging around COVID-19.
• This discussion has grown significantly
throughout the pandemic.

QAnon conspiracy theorists are
capitalising on the pandemic:
• QAnon influencers are using the pandemic to
increase their reach online.

• Proponents of the far-right QAnon conspiracy

theory are advancing a wide range of different
narratives off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic,
including the idea that the pandemic is being
orchestrated to manipulate US politics; is a
bioweapon; that there is a hidden cure for the
virus; and that it is being utilised to implement
martial law.
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• This conversation is taking place across
mainstream and fringe social media.

• This trend has already manifested into real-world
violence, with one alleged white supremacist
terrorist dying after shootouts with the FBI.
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